
Ayrshire Forest Cluster
Pinclanty Forest Woodland 

Learning Trail

Maths Trail

Equipment needed

Post 1. Number Spin – None
Post 2. Measure your environment – Small tape 
measure, wooden callipers
Post 3. 3D shapes – None
Post 6. Compass Points – Protractor
Posts 9 & 10. Time between posts – Stopwatch, Long 
measuring tape, Whistle





POST 1. 
NUMBER SPIN

Now spin the first number block (on the left) 
and write down Which number lands at 
the red arrow Now spin the second 
number block and write this down too

Spin the first two blocks to make a 
number Example: a 3 and a 5 
would give you the number 35 
Write down this number

Add these numbers together

___ + ___  = ___

Spin the Symbol Block
To get a + - or x. Get your final number
From ANSWER (1) + or – or x ANSWER (2)

ANSWER (1)

ANSWER (2)

ANSWER (1) ___   + or – or x ANSWER (2) ___ =
(Circle which symbol)

My Symbol is;



POST 2.
MEASURE YOUR
ENVIRONMENT

Using the callipers and small tape measure / rulers
Provided, measure the diameter of the three trees
Marked with red. 

What are the three measurements?

Diameter of a tree

Answer 1 or more 
question

Add these three measurements together to find the
Average diameter of the three trees

+ + ÷ 3 =

Either: Get the number as close as possible to the
Correct answer OR use the calculator provided

Once you know the diameter, it is easy to work out the
Radius of the tree and the measurement to the centre.
What is the radius of?….

cm cm cm cm
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cm
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cm
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POST 2.
MEASURE YOUR
ENVIRONMENT

Using the small tape measure provided, measure all the 
way round each of the three trees marked with red. 

What are the three measurements?

Add these three measurements together to find the
average circumference of the three trees

+ + ÷ 3 =

Either: Get the number as close as possible to the
Correct answer OR use the calculator provided

Circumference of a tree

CLASSROOM ACTIVITY

Do the same with three different trees found around 
Your school

Answer 1 or more 
question
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POST 2.
MEASURE YOUR
ENVIRONMENT

Find the tree stumps marked with blue
Count how many growth rings there are on each stump

Add these together to find the combined age of the trees

+ +

=4 (Trees)

=

Now find the average age of the trees by dividing the
Total number of years by 4

The Age of A Tree

Answer 1 or more 
question

+ Yrs

Yrs ÷ Yrs

Work out, roughly, the average age, or use a calculator
To get a more accurate answer.



POST 3.
2D SHAPES
In the square on the ground, using twigs you can find,
make up the following shapes and make a sketch of
each in the boxes below;

Square         Rectangle    Triangle        Hexagon

Using the protractor, measure the angles in your new triangle;

° ° °

Now find 3 sticks of different lengths to make a triangle

Measure the length of each side in;  
Centimetres (cm) Millimetres (mm)

cm cm cm mm mm mm

The three sides add up to?

cm mmor

The three angles
add up to how
many degrees? °



POST 6. 
COMPASS POINTS

Stand by the compass and look around you to see the
RED, BLUE, YELLOW AND WHITE marker posts.
Using the following directions –
North South East & West, North East, North West, 
South East, South West

Which direction is the RED marker post roughly in?

Which direction is the BLUE marker post roughly in?

Which direction is the YELLOW marker post roughly in?

Which direction is the WHITE marker post roughly in?

Extra – how many degrees?             °

Extra – how many degrees?             °

Extra – how many degrees?             °

Extra – how many degrees?             °



POST 9 & 10 
TIME & DISTANCE
BETWEEN POSTS

FIRSTLY, WORK OUT THE DISTANCE BETWEEN POST 9
AND POST 10

Working in at least groups of 2, using the long, reel tape 
Measure, start to measure, on the ground until you
reach post 10. 

What is the distance in metres?

What would that be in kilometres?

Alternatively, measure out the distance by walking toe
To heel, counting the number of steps taken.

Number of steps taken?

Now measure the persons shoe
cm

steps

Km

m

Distance – Steps ______ x Size _____cm = 

Which means the distance in metres is.............

cm

m



POST 9 & 10 
TIME & DISTANCE
BETWEEN POSTS

Working in at least groups of 2, one stand by post 9 
and the other by post 10. The person by post 10 should 
have the stopwatch and the whistle.

The person by Post 10 starts the stopwatch and blows on
The whistle at the same time. The person at post 9 walks
Normally down to post 10 and the time is recorded

Alternatively, do the same but run between post 9 & 10

Time to walk between post 9 & 10 Minutes       Seconds

Time to run between post 9 & 10 Minutes       Seconds

NOW YOU HAVE THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE TWO
POSTS, YOU NEED TO WORK OUT THE TIME


